
Pinnacle 2521 

Chapter 2521 Overnight Fame 

As Karsten screamed hysterically, he emanated a massively powerful aura. 

His surroundings were flattened instantly. The land, mountains, and rivers began to shatter just as the 

sky trembled. 

He had absorbed the most powerful concentration of energy in history, making him infinitely powerful. 

Feeling the immense power coursing through his veins, Karsten felt as if he could tear everything apart. 

He realized then what being invincible felt like. 

Turning his attention to the energy capsule brought to him, he absorbed all its power in one go. 
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With that, the energy within Karsten’s body had doubled at the very least. 

by Lab of Gods to digest the energy 

of energy he had just absorbed, he needed some time to meld 

them. But 

he had amalgamated all the energy, Karsten’s eyes sparkled 

Karsten’s body 

was now completely 

never seen 

released his aura, everyone would drop 

was how intimidating he 

This is amazing! 

was extremely 

he had painstakingly built a 

results had greatly exceeded everyone’s expectations. He was now more powerful than he or Lab of 

Gods 

power of the top hundred warriors on the Divine Leaderboard before he was capable of 

already strong enough to do so, as 

no match for him 

he no longer needed to lie low, he could brazenly absorb the powers of whoever he liked to increase his 



he held enabled him to kill whoever crossed his 

one capable of beating him, there was nothing left for 

night, everyone in 

heir to the Divine Extraction Technique, he had absorbed the powers of four hundred Divine 

Leaderboard warriors 

Chapter 2522 Fourth On The Divine Leaderboard 

By then, Karsten was fourth on the Divine Leaderboard. 

It was clear from the power he demonstrated that Daxon, Gabriel, Eustace, and the others were no 

longer a match for him. 

Only the mysterious top three still stood a chance. 

Since the situation was still uncertain, Karsten was elevated to fourth place for the time being. 

The change struck further fear into the hearts of many. 

Since the rankings were official, the rest of the Divine Leaderboard warriors knew that they were 

definitely weaker than Karsten. 
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Worried that their powers would be absorbed, all of them hid in solitary training. 

secluded their 

Karsten was destroying factions 

he sucked 

came to challenge them earlier, all of them almost 

rude she was 

God! I wasn’t aware he was that powerful, and that he was going around extracting everyone’s powers. 

Luckily, Zoey and the rest were in solitary training. Or else, 

different from a demon now, had plunged the entire world into 

in absorbing all his 

Gabriel 

they were no match for him, they were aware of someone who wasn’t afraid of 

their lives 

few others 

was someone had gotten their hands on the Iron Golem Technique and 



Technique and Divine Extraction 

not 

were used to strike 

failsafe to prevent either one of the techniques from becoming 

the Iron Golem Technique, one could take 

Gods had sent men to search for 

well aware of the threat posed by the Iron Golem 

to get their hands on 

they got wind that the Iron Golem Technique was in Edmund’s hands, and he 

Chapter 2523 The Boss Is Still The Boss 

The results indicated that Levi was right all along. 

All the different techniques were actually the same. Moreover, when one reached the peak of their 

techniques, one would die as a result of the backlash. 

Hence, prediction was true. 

Thump! 

Azure Dragon gasped as he collapsed onto the ground. 

Oh, no! Boss was right all along! Come to think of it, he is our boss. There’s no way he would want to 

harm us. In fact, he has always had our best interest at heart. But why didn’t we trust him? He even told 

us how to verify it, and yet, we refused to do so and insisted on delaying it. 
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Slap! Slap! 

Azure Dragon gave himself 

validate words was in 

to follow the opinion of others and couldn’t be 

Levi forever. But, ever since the advent of the new era where everyone gained significant power, we 

began to view him with contempt. Regardless of what he said or did, we would disapprove of his 

let out 

think they are about to reach the peak of their technique soon. I have to hurry and stop them before 

something untoward 

Dragon took some drugs 



where many warriors were 

impending emergence of 

of the warriors on the Divine Leaderboard wiped out by Karsten, these new warriors would be able to 

enter it the moment they completed their solitary 

area could feel the aura 

to have so many Divine Leaderboard fighters appear at the 

the others had strived to achieve the peak of their powers within the shortest time 

were not alone. Many warriors throughout the world were also inspired to do the same by the new 

Chapter 2524 Unstoppable 

As Azure Dragon’s voice thundered, it shook the heavens and the earth. 

Echoing through everyone’s ears, it told them that they were wrong and owed Levi an apology. 

Also, he ordered them to stop their training. 

However, the end result wasn’t what he expected. 

Shocked and frustrated, everyone at the scene remained silent. 

this some other 
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you going?” Azure Dragon 

So, we’ll talk when I’m done,” 

back too,” White Tiger 

“Me too.” 

and the others turned to leave one 

to the important 

they didn’t even give it a second 

and stopped them. “You cannot return! 

Everyone gave him 

of your technique, the backlash will kill you! It’s fine if you don’t believe Boss, but shouldn’t you trust 

me? These 

Dragon flung the research report at 

believed that they would come to their senses 



the facts speak for 

Boom! 

into 

“This…” 

Azure Dragon was stunned. 

a look? Don’t they even have the courage to 

the scene to 

advised them to 

their responses were lackluster. They didn’t even have the 

History was repeating itself. 

at the cusp of success, you must be trying to hold us back with some baseless claims just because you’re 

filled with murderous intent, Floyd seemed 

the rest of 

Chapter 2525 Backlash 

Finally, Azure Dragon lost consciousness when he failed to stop them. 

No one could understand the agony he felt. 

Overwhelmed by sorrow, he felt as if his soul was dead. 

As time ticked on, half a day quickly passed. 

Everyone could feel a massive aura of energy reaching its peak. 

In the deep forest not far from the manor, Floyd was still in training. 
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His tempestuous aura had shot itself into the sky. 

At that moment, he felt as if he saw a ray of light in the darkness. As long as he could latch onto it, he 

would be able to tear the darkness apart. 

That was a sign that he had reached the peak of his technique. 

Boom! 

caught the 

tore through the darkness and filled his 

turned into a giant mouth that attempted to swallow 



Pfft! 

a 

moment, he finally realized that Levi and Azure Dragon were 

suffer a backlash at the peak of their technique, and it would result in their 

I was wrong! 

too 

to feel his body lighten. It was as if 

this the 

time, Kirin, White Tiger, Zoey, Sword Fiend, and the others were having 

techniques and were suffering 

everyone experienced the same phenomenon 

also the first batch of warriors who had trained the new era’s techniques to 

trained in the same techniques, they didn’t possess the same level of 

else could reach the peak as quickly 

Thump! 

they collapsed to 

last moment, everyone knew 

their last words were the 

owe 

were spurned 

massive aura that surrounded North Hampton disappeared, surprising 

group of Divine Leaderboard 

aura which was at its climax disappear so 

Chapter 2526 The Lab Of Gods And Its Many Schemes 

Mr. X jolted up and went to check on it. 

“Good! They are the first ones to finish practicing the techniques. Though they died because of the 

backlash, their data is extremely important to us! Hurry, analyze them now! Haha…” 

Excitement was evident on his face. 

No one knew that they had single-handedly faked all ruins in the new era. 



All the opportunities, techniques, and drugs that appeared in the new era were arranged by the Lab of 

Gods, for they had an unprecedented plan in mind. 

Right now, Levi was the only one who had suspicions. 

No one else had any inkling about it, let alone discover its existence. 

fact, Maya Industries was also part 

many things, including the experiment of the mutated 

itself provided a lot of data for the Lab of 

every plan of the Lab of Gods was in 

X was so 

just have to wait for Karsten to kill three of 

backlash, but there was no way Levi 

their bodies 

any unwarranted accidents, especially the Lab of Gods’ from 

Gods is behind the techniques. Lab of Gods knows that Zoey and the others are suffering from the 

backlash. Perhaps they had 

special drug developed by the best research team in Sacred Organization. They had used the blood of 

the Gods in Restricted Area 76 and blended it with other materials to create 

the backlash, it could also cure 

the only problem was that it was 

the golden blood belonging to the Gods in 

wasn’t going to 

a lot of effort to develop 

materials were extremely effective, so it was 

drug was 

got to know about its existence, they’d fight to 

Zoey the drug, she soon started breathing normally as her cheeks 

of the techniques would suffer from backlash after reaching a 

Chapter 2527 How Did You Find Out 

Everyone promptly realized someone had saved their lives. 



They could sense a powerful drug flowing all over their body, giving them strength. Their strengths were 

still increasing as of now. 

Clearly, they had taken some form of drug. 

Luckily, the Gods’ blood had been diluted. Otherwise, even a little would cause their bodies to burst. 

Death Fiend and the rest who had previously swallowed one drop of the Gods’ blood were the top 

hundred fighters on the Divine Leaderboard. 

Moreover, they hadn’t really absorbed all the blood’s power. 

Zoey and the rest started wondering who had saved them. 

After all, it was a monumental feat to save them all. 

“Mm? Why are you still alive?” 

The Lopez and Black families who had come back froze in shock at the sight. 

When they brought the bodies over, each and every one of them had ceased to breathe. 

are they 

responded, “Someone must’ve saved us. Didn’t you see who 

“No, we didn’t.” 

on our way back before realizing 

They shook their heads. 

Azure Dragon who got locked 

thought he was responsible 

Right then, Levi arrived. 

are you crying?” Levi 

their deaths. I didn’t trust you and do research in the 

are still alive!” Levi snapped 

They are still alive?” Azure Dragon and the rest 

are. I’ve just 

really save them, Boss?” Azure Dragon remained 

disadvantages of those techniques, 

guess you’re 

mysterious being in 



and the 

us for 

appeared in 

all, he had discovered the techniques before 

gazed at him with 

Chapter 2528 Apology 

They wanted to know how Levi could predict the future. 

“We know you spent some time practicing all the techniques before making that conclusion. But before 

that, how could you be sure?” Zoey added. 

“It was Maya Industries. Everyone here joined the tournament challenge organized by them back then 

and fought with the mutated zombies. In fact, they had gathered all the information about the 

techniques you have mastered,” Levi explained. 

“Oh, you’re right!” Everyone nodded, for he was right. 

Levi went on. “Actually, they collected all techniques they got their hands on to improve the mutated 

zombies’ attack skills. However, after analyzing and experimenting with the techniques, they came up 

with two surprising conclusions.” 

Realization dawned on them. “Oh, so it was Maya Industries who discovered the secret 

unintentionally?” 

“Yes, that’s right.” 

“How did you find out, Master?” Kinsley blurted out. 

gave him a slap. “Did you forget what he used to work as? He was initially with the special forces, 

specializing in gathering 

one doubted 

was pretty easy for Levi to find out 

Zoey nodded slowly. 

was a female. 

forgot he used to be a general who led soldiers to war and had been infiltrated 

fault. I’m sorry! From now 

others offered their 

“Boss!” 

“Master!” 



“Boss!” 

“We’re sorry!” 

him 

wryly 

to hold back the urge to 

as 

not to believe my words, but if there’s a way to find out the truth, 

“Got it!” 

They felt remorseful. 

to Levi, we need to thank my master for saving us. I think she’s 

you for saving us, Dark Emperor!” everyone yelled into 

Dark Emperor would 

right, for Dark Emperor 

Chapter 2529 Impatient 

Back then, Levi had the same problem. 

He practiced so many techniques and relied on the Forbidden Technique to save his life. 

His mentor warned him not to use it, so it slowed him down for a long while. 

Levi assumed the Forbidden Technique was his trump card, only to be used in dangerous situations. 

It had affected his state of mind and habit. 

To him, the Forbidden Technique was the most powerful technique in the world. 

Actually, it was his mentor who set up a challenge for him. 

Once he saw through everything, he’d leave everything behind and focus on practicing the basic 

technique. 

That way, he’d become the strongest fighter ever! 

Now, both Fiery Demon and Mia had thrown themselves into practicing it. 

As Wynona 

was 

It worked on them. 

more they practiced, the weaker 



actually a sign 

the other hand, Azure Dragon practiced it 

another technique and 

everywhere except on 

was obvious that he 

others were too restless to 

master it even if he 

they couldn’t concentrate and focus on one technique 

technique yet, so Levi had to find other techniques that 

Oh, I got it! 

eyes lit up, for he had figured 

them, for everyone else could 

I won’t force you to practice my 

for they no longer 

have to tiptoe 

said, “Azure Dragon, you don’t have to practice it from now on. Go ahead and pick any other technique 

you want instead of putting up an act before 

really excited. “Thank you, Boss!” 

don’t suit my basic technique, so I shouldn’t force 

Chapter 2530 Challenging The Top Three On Divine Leaderboard 

Karsten busied himself for the next few days by sucking other fighters’ energy and resources. 

He was getting stronger day by day! 

He planned to head to Restricted Area 76 to get more strength there, for it was said that the area was 

full of resources. Even a random stone there would provide him with a tremendous burst of energy. 

He wanted to become stronger and achieve Level Nine to suck everything in sight! 

Besides, a Level Nine could suck someone else’s energy from afar. 

No matter how far that person was, he’d get to suck that person dry. 

Just then, Karsten received an order. 

“Well, if I suck Dark Emperor and the two others dry, I’ll achieve Level Nine easily,” he uttered. 



Karsten had taken Levi to be a whetstone so he could achieve the highest level of Divine Extraction 

Technique! 

The next day, Kirin and the rest were about to depart to look for new techniques when Queenie and 

Forlevia arrived. 

“Just you wait. Something big will be announced a few days later, and it’s related to the techniques. You 

don’t have to search for it now!” Queenie declared. 

technique! It’s much better than finding one yourself. So, just wait here 

stayed put and waited curiously for the news to 

Queenie and Forlevia only knew a little about it, as they had no idea it 

big news was part of 

they were waiting 

was ranked fourth on the Divine Leaderboard, he disappeared into 

stayed away from him, for no one knew 

he finally 

challenge to the top three fighters of 

one of them, he wanted to challenge Dark Emperor, Killfinger, and the new master of the ancient 

Garrison clan all 

against three 

whole world was in shock when the 

a bomb was dropped onto the 

complete shambles, 

the Divine Leaderboard had been established, someone was bold enough to challenge the top three 

fighters 

He must be crazy! 

help but 

was too horrifying to be fighting 

was someone else, everyone would have yelled at him for overestimating his 

matter for 

thousand fighters 


